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When scholars talk about where was Jesus for the many middle years of His life, He was not

missing at all if they go back to the time of John the Baptist and the Essenes who lived outside

Palestine in caves near the River Jordan. Jesus joined them there, was baptized by His cousin John

and then proceeded to live in simplicity with them and learn their ways of life. It involved living in

harmony with nature and each other. They gardened and shared its fruits, fasted one day a week,

ate no killed animal nor shellfish, and did not drink hard liquor. They healed wounds and emotional

disorders with natural plants, water, and a belief in prayer, but the one being cured had to believe as

fervently as the healer.Once Jesus learned everything there was to learn from them and His cousin

John was beheaded, he left the community and began His ministry taking what He learned into the

towns. This peaceful, kind way of living was a great relief for those oppressed by the Romans, but

since Jesus was regarded a political threat he was crucified. He rose on the third day giving men

belief He conquered death and will save the many who believe and live as best as they can like He

did.

Great book!

This, as most other books written by 'the Professor' as he was affectionately known, is a magnificent



script that will touch both your heart and soul at a deep level. Its a small volume, but worth its weight

in simple brilliance and wisdom.Read and learn.Don't be fooled by the nonsense offered in this

plastic, superficial society. Rather, learn the simple, beautiful truths the professor has to offer and

share. It will open your eyes and alert you to more realities you are not now aware of.

The Presence of Jesus was almost immediate as my experienceÃ¢Â€Â¦and is continuing. Not just a

one time thing. To me these are the real messages of the Way Shower. The Truth of his words can

be felt by anyone who is open and receptive to Reality--and the underlying feeling is pure, simple

and direct without the usual human being add ons and comments.

It is time that we truly give energy and support to the teachings that Christ held deeply. The

returning and re-tuning to authentic experience of the spirit in harmonious woven alignment with the

forces of nature, the depth of clarity and simplicity within which he offered us all to live, and the

heart expanding, radiating, and refining experience that comes when we welcome the cosmic

supportive lifeforce, the Divine emanation, to permeate us fully and completely, and to work through

us...these are the things I value and which Mr. Szekely understood, and the aspects that every soul

has the great potential to witness in themselves, in their direct relationship with the living natural

elements all around us, and too as the collective human body of consciousness.

The Truth inspiring,am man who truely knows what jesus ment and he iss a exccelent academic

well worth the read
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